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M 
ilitarycombat 
strategy is 
based mainly 
on firm objec
tives, troop 

strength, terrain command, 
maneuverability, and supply. 
But when Motown 
automakers fought the 
musclecar wars back during 
mid-last century, their tac
tics boiled down to a 
fundamental matter of 
power-to-weight. The , 
factory packing maximum 
twist into minimum mass-
the most horsepower in the 
lightest car-would theoret
ically dominate whatever 
acceleration skirmishes they 
engaged in. Armed with this 
elementary hot-rodding 
scheme as its front line, 
quarter-mile battle plan, 
Chrysler rolled out its prime 
offensive asset for 1968: the 
A-Body Hemicars. 

Though those wars were 
fought in new-car dealer
ships as well as on race
tracks, few if any of those 
426 Hemi Darts ( or their 
Barracuda sister ships) ever 
reflected fluorescents inside 
a Dodge ( or Plymouth) 
store. Sure, they started out 
on paper as high-line 383-
powered (GTS and · 
Formula S) models, but they 
ended up as radically decon
tented lightweights--drag 
cars that could have coined 
the gearhead-dictionary 
definition of the term "strip
pers:' Factory-formulated 
strictly for sanctioned 
straightaway competition, 
those 3,020-pounders were 
the most heavily delete
optioned vehicles ever to roll 
off a Detroit assembly line 
short of bare bodies-in
white. Finished without 
even a single coat of paint, 
the original Hemi Darts 
were in no way candidates 
for showroom display. 

At final muster, about 80 
genuine Henn Darts 
reported for duty, deployed 
thinly nationwide· among 
170,000 or so non-Hemi '68 
Darts. Most of the 426s saw 
service in the NHRA Super 
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> Based on the same production 426 Hemi 
V-B that powers the original lightweights, 
either a 426 stroked to 472 cubes or a bored 
and stroked 52B-incherwith Indy Legend 
heads gets stuffed between GSS fender 
aprons. Van Gordon Racing Engines ( www 
.vangordonracing.com) built the engine in this 
prototype. Buyers select an iron or alloy block. 
A familiar cross-ram manifold carries Holleys 
and vintage Cobra-style Stellings and Hellings 
air cleaners. All GSS Hem is are dyno tested. 
With a compression ratio of10.5:1, power out
put from this semiprototype motor showed a 
combat-ready 727 hp at 6,400 rpm and 600-
plus lb-ft on 91-octane. Behind the Hemi, you 
can get either an automatic or an AB33 over
drive four-speed stick, both built by Mark 
Bowler [www.bowlertransmissions.com). 
> In contrast to the original Hemi Darts' action
oriented interior, the current base cabin is 
nothing less than full dress. 

Stock ranks. And though powered by the 
same basic hardware the factory (and sub
contractor, Hurst Performance) had initially 
outfitted them with, the lightweight A-Body 
Dodges still manage to cover the quarter 
increasingly quicker and faster every season. 
Starting off late that debut model year 

clocking high 1 Os at 120 mph, the same cars 
today-updated, upgraded, and refined 
under somewhat broader rules- run mid-
8s at a buck-fifty-plus. Over their nearly 40 
years of distinguished service, they've set 
records, won championships, spawned hero 
drivers, created legends, inspired volumes of 
promo copy, and probably even helped lure 
some showroom traffic to the marque. 

The Darts' only drawback is that there 
have never been enough of them to go 

around-a fact accented by both the pas
sage of time and the cars' current mid
six-figure valuations. To help resolve this 
perennial shortage, enter Norm Kraus, the 
acclaimed performance king of Grand 
Spaulding Dodge fame. Mr. Norm and his 
brother Lenny ran the legendary Chicago 
dealership celebrated for its sales and service 
of Mo par supercars. During the '60s and 
'70s, Dodge Darts were a house specialty, 
and Norm's crew often launched quicker 
than Chrysler could, offering, for example, 
big-block Grand Spaulding Sport conver
sions of the popular but somewhat 
pedestrian compact hardtops before the fac
tory did. 

Norm recently allied with Blue Moon 
Motorsports (www.bluemooncars.com) on 
a GSS Dart resurrection campaign. Blue 
Moon is a top-tier Florida fab shop widely 
regarded for its custom construction skills 
(including award-winning show cars, top
quality chassis components, and the latest 
generation of Baldwin Motion Super 
Camaros. See "Hot Projects:• Oct '06 ). 
Combining marketing and manufacturing 
muscle, Nonn, Blue Moon's Al Kamhi, and 

some select aftennarket suppliers have now 
formulated a line of"new" '68 Dodge Darts. 
This tin1e around, however, every one of 
these renova~ Sports is Chrysler 
Hemi-powered. 

Far from the radical weapons of mass 
acceleration that their forerunners were, 
these vintage Darts are nothing less than 
state-of-the-art street rides. In many ways, 
they're better than new. Not only have they 
been refinished and refurbished from 
bumper to triple-chrome-plated bumper, 
these Dodges have also been comprehen
sively upgraded throughout. All systems, 
from their suspension, steering, brakes, 
cooling, fuel, exhaust, and electrical 
equipment to their ci1assis and powertrains 
feature contemporary mechanicals· 
everywhere. 

In comparison to the original Hemi 
Super Stockers' austere outfitting, the GSS' 
creature comforts make them downright 
deluxe. And though they're fashioned after 
the infamous factory racers, Chrysler's old 
'68 Hemicars stickered at $5,200 and offered 
buyers one option and one option only: a 
ci1oice of a manual or automatic transmis
sion. But the Blue Moon creations range 
from a $149,900 base model to fully · 
equipped versions with fixtures and features 
that include a choice of engine displace
ments, air conditioning, power assists, 
auxiliary coolers, thumper sound systems, 
overdrive, and a variety of trim options. So 
even though Chrysler hasn't offered a Dart 
model for 30-plus years, Mr. Norm's fresh 
incarnations-veritable Dodges d'art
should serve as suitable reinforcements. 

> Above: A lighter Control Freak Suspension 
seamless DOM steel tubing cradle replaces the 
Dart's welded steel K-member. It carries the 
steering rack and has a pair of pads that 
accept motor mounts and insulators from 
Schumacher. This avoids the vibration-prone 
elephant ears solid-mount approach typically 
found in Hemi Oart clones, but it raises cradle 
hading. The brakes are from Stainless Steel 
Brakes. > Above left: This CalTracs setup is 
similar to the successful leaf-link strategy cre
ated by Chrysler engineers for the race-Hemi
powered '70 Motown Missile Dodge Challenger 
Pro Stocker. Leaf links preceded the more 
effective but much more complicated four-link 
rear suspension that's been successful at the 
drags in the decades since. Note how the front 
spring eye and the nose of the traction bar are 
carried in a reinforced steel torque box tied to 
the aft end of each subframe connector. The 
rearend is a Strange Dana 60 with a huge 
9¾-inch ring gear. > Below: With 600 to BOO 
horses underhood, even fully equipped luxury 
versions pack a more advantageous power-to
weight ratio than the legendary lightweight 
Hemi Darts did. A wind-blown sandy strip sur
face, street tires, and lack of break-in nixed a 
full quarter pass. 
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THE '68 HEMI DARTS' FIRSTIDUR OF DUTY 
Only partially fabricated on an ordinary produc
tion line, Dodge's original Hemi Darts left 
Chrysler's Hamtramck, Michigan, assembly 
plant in early 1968 on their own four wheels_ 
But after ignoring a battery of factory build sta
tions along their way, the gray-primered hard
tops rolled without front bumpers, side glass, 
hoods, or hood hardware-not so much as a 
single outside rearview mirror in the entire 
troop. With some remaining fenderless at that 
point, the cars looked like they were still under 
construction. 

Sans engine and trans, the L023 models [ for 
the first four characters in theirVINs, with the 
letter O being the corporation's operative desig
nation for Super Stock l were also missing their 
exhaust systems, shifters, and driveshafts. 
Same went for batteries, cables, trays, or stock 
front bars that could help limit sway_ Not even 
basic fuel lines were fitted. The limited-produc
tion drag cars had no seats inside and lacked 
both their brackets and tracks_ The window reg
ulators, consoles, carpeting, jutes, and all 
safety restraints except for drivers' lap belts 
were flat left out There were no radios or 
heaters, either. All sealers, sound-deadener 
silencer pads, armrests, and one of the horns 
got left back in their parts bins-all the aim of 
strategic slenderization. Though lots of this 
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dietary stuff was totally deleted from the fin
ished products, substantial fortification was 
added at.the next stop. Still brand spanking 
new, the Dodges looked like they'd already been 
through a war. 

From the plant, the Darts ( and Barracudas l 
were tow-trucked to Madison Heights, Michigan, 
for further outfitting. Hurst Performance ran a 
mini assembly line on 11 Mile to modify fleets 
of Dodge Coronets for New York City taxicab 
duty. In prepping the A-Bodies for competition 
in that same facility, Hurst sledgehammered 
the right shock towers for valve-cover clear
ance and trimmed the rear wheel openings to 
fit big slicks. The high-rate OE torsion bars and 
front shocks were exchanged forsoftersix
cylinderversions, and new front K-members 
with special Hemi mounting pads were 
bolted in_ 

Shipped complete from Chrysler's Marine 
and Industrial Division, the 426 Hemi motors 
had been built offline by skilled technicians. 
Conservatively rated at 425 hp, the power
plants were swiftly factored to 500 by the 
NHRA The V-8s were all-iron ( 4-250-inch bore, 
3.750-inch stroke l assemblies with mild Street 
Hemi solid-tappet cams, 12.5:1 Dykes-ring pis
tons, and cross-ram eight-barrel intakes. Hurst 
issued Hooker headers and either TorqueFlite 

automatic or slick-shifted four-speed manuals, 
plus the appropriate wet or dry coupling in 
between. As with all of Chrysler's regular
production Hemicars, auto trans models 
received 4.89, 8¾-inch rearends, while manu
als got comparably geared Dana 60s. And to 
match the bigger wheel-lug pattern on their new 
B-Body back axles, front rotors designed for 
A-Body Trans Am service were fitted. 

Hurst installed the powertrains, fiberglass 
fenders, and scooped 'glass hoods. They hung 
acid-dipped doors and featherweight front 
bumpers stamped in light-gauge steel. Thin 
Chemcor side windows from Corning Glass were 
added, secured with seatbelt straps and lug
gage snaps instead of heavier manual cranks. A 
pair of fixed A-100 van seats sat in for the OE 
buckets. Jumbo-sized batteries got stuck in the 
trunks, and the left doors' mirror holes were 
plugged with export caps. 

Primed for action, the Super Stockers tipped 
the scales at 3,020 pounds. Divided by their 
500 horses, the math put the little Darts' power
to-weight ratios at close to six-to-one-a num
ber unique until recently in the annals of the 
· ongoing domestic musclecar wars. Stra\egi
cally, it was this number that counted most 
in these Dodges' decades of distinguished 
service. HRM 


